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A few reminders (see below).

NPR Politics
@nprpolitics

JUST IN: Democrats on the House Oversight Committee have 
released an interim report based on multiple whistleblowers who 
say the Trump administration is rushing to transfer sensitive U.S. 
nuclear technology to Saudi Arabia in violation of federal law.
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Reminder on this: after Trump made his first presidential 
overseas trip to Saudi Arabia, where he and Steven 
Schwarzman (Blackstone) brokered a $20 billion SA investment 
in US infrastructure, MBS consolidated power.

Mark Mazzetti @MarkMazzettiNYT
EXCLUSIVE: Saudi Crown Prince told a top aide he would use "a 
bullet" on Jamal Khashoggi, according to intercepted communications  
 nyti.ms/2DYO5Oh
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Replying to @saradannerdukic

“Mr. Schwarzman’s stature in both the world of finance and in Mr. 
Trump’s Washington helped Blackstone nail down one of the 
biggest deals on Wall Street this year — its selection by Saudi 
Arabia to manage a new $20 billion fund."
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Replying to @saradannerdukic

“Blackstone also made a LOAN, which has since been paid off, 
TO KUSHNER Companies on a Rector Street property in 
Manhattan. And last summer, an entity controlled by Blackstone 
lent $376 million to Mr. Kushner’s company…”
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So Saudia Arabia asked VICE to help them start a pro-Saudi, 
western-facing media company.wsj.com/articles/saudi…

1,472 7:38 PM - Feb 9, 2019
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Saudi Arabia Sought Vice’s Help to Build a Media Empire
Saudi Arabia is seeking to build an international media empire to
combat the kingdom’s rivals and remake its image in the West, and it
wsj.com
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